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Llanlliana Coastal Retreat
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‘The perfect choice for a large family get together or special occasion’

The Rose Suite

Llanlliana House
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Llanlliana family bathroom

SPECIAL FEATURES
Celebrate and entertain in a grand dining room/bar
Soak, relax and stargaze in the super-size hot tub
Explore the dramatic Anglesey Coastal Path on site
Spot porpoise on the most northern point of Wales
Experience a sunset barbecue on the private beach
Designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

Anglesey Coastal Path

‘The kitchen is well stocked with
everything you need for large groups.’
Socialise and entertain in the snug and
comfy lounge or head to the games
room for pool or table football.
With panoramic views, the super-size
hot tub offers hours of fun for kids
year-round, or adults perhaps just pop
a bottle of fizz and night-time stargaze!
For little ones a sandpit, play area,
secret slide and ride-on tractors, for
bigger kids; giant Jenga, rounders
and croquet. ‘We enjoyed the
awesome slate patio area, perfect for
taking in the spectacular views.’
Locally, the picturesque village of
Cemaes Bay provides amenities and
sandy beaches perfect for
sandcastles, rock-pooling and
crabbing off the harbour wall.
‘The owners could not do enough for
us and managed to be fantastically
helpful without being intrusive in
the slightest.’

Set in 168 acres of private estate
on the north coast of Anglesey,
this luxurious country house is the
perfect retreat for a relaxing
escape with family and friends.
‘It is breathtaking … the house, the
surrounding countryside, the bay …
everything is absolutely amazing.’
With 10 individually finished rooms
including seven en suites and two
further bathrooms, Llanlliana
accommodates up to 20 guests.
‘The debates over who gets the best
room are irrelevant because every
room is stunning.’
Perfect for entertaining, with an oak
banqueting table and bar facility, the
dining room is a fantastic space to
host milestone anniversaries or
celebrate special birthdays. ‘We also
booked in-house catering; so lovely to
have someone come in and wait on
you hand and foot.’
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T: 01407 710164 | M: 07904 906416
Book direct with Dan Lamerton
Property address: Llanlliana Coastal Retreat, Cemaes Bay, Anglesey LL67 0LN
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